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Our Mission

In a food media landscape focused on celebrity chefs and ultra-convenient cooking, our brand 
stands apart for our core belief that food is the ultimate expression of a place, a people, and a 

culture. It nourishes conversation and connection—the ice-breaker meal with the future in-laws, 
the beautiful mess of young family dinners, the crackling fun of celebratory drinks, the warm 

exchange of new friends getting together. Food is a gesture of belonging.  

With our extensive international community of passionate home cooks, expert chefs, and culinary 
explorers, Saveur shares food and drink ideas steeped in story and place—from carnitas and crème 

brulée to vinaigrettes and vindaloo. Whether diving into a traditional dish through a personal essay, 
or breaking down cooking techniques with hardworking how-tos, we offer cultural context and a 

deeper understanding of our world through the ways we eat and what we put on the table. Our goal 
is to always delight readers—and, in the process, enrich their sense of connection across the globe. 
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FOOD WITH A STORY

We experience the world 
“food first” and translate 
those finds into our 
rigorously reported recipes 
and culinary tutorials from 
around the globe. Saveur 
celebrates and champions a 
sense of connection to the 
food we eat. 

INCLUSIVITY

Core to our DNA, we strive to 
represent foodways that are as 
culturally diverse as the world 
we live in by working with 
an international community 
of writers, photographers, and 
culinary experts. We believe that 
food is, above all, an expression 
of a people and a place.

LOCAL KNOW-HOW

Through our network of 
on-the-ground pros, we provide 
our readers with advice that 
delights and deepens their 
knowledge in the 
process—from shopping for 
Champagne to mastering 
crispy-skinned Pekin duck.

LIVING TRADITION

We relish the history and 
backstory of a dish—and 
how a contemporary culture 
is continually evolving and 
reimagining it today. We 
encourage readers to make a 
recipe personal and add their 
own twist. 

Core Content Pillars
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Our Expertise
Our team of editors works closely 
with a network of international 
contributors—food writers, chefs, 
seasoned home cooks, and cultural 
experts among them—to share a 
modern epicurean lifestyle for 
everyone to enjoy.
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We feature and collaborate with a diverse group around the world. 
There’s always a seat at our communal table. 

Camille Becerra, 
chef, NYC

Sophia Roe, 
chef and TV host, NYC

Dalad Kambhu, 
chef, Berlin

Ignacio Mattos, 
Altra Paradiso, Estela, NYC

Our Community

https://www.instagram.com/camillebecerra/tagged/?hl=en
https://www.instagram.com/sophia_roe/?hl=en
https://www.instagram.com/daladk/?hl=en
https://www.instagram.com/ignaciomattos/tagged/?hl=en
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Our Evolution
Over the past 27 years, Saveur has 
grown from a print magazine to a 
digital-first destination with multiple 
social channels, original cookbooks, 
special-edition publications, a growing 
suite of premium cookware, and 
partnerships with premiere brands. 
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Brand Milestones

Inspired by the French 
publication SAVEURS, the 
American print magazine 
SAVEUR makes its debut, 
led by founding editors 

Dorothy Kalins, 
Christopher Hirsheimer, 
and Colman Andrews.

With issue no. 32 
launches the "SAVEUR 

100," promising 
readers "A celebration 
of our favorite, food, 

people, places, & 
things." The franchise 
will become a reader 

favorite.

SAVEUR hosts its 
first annual Blog 
Awards. Winners 

include David 
Lebovitz, Smitten 

Kitchen, and 
Apartment Therapy: 

The Kitchn'.

SAVEUR wins a 
James Beard 
Foundation 

Journalism Award in 
the "Food Coverage 
in a Food-Focused 

Publication" 
category. (To date, 
the brand has been 
awarded 23 JBFAs.)

A National 
Magazine Award 

goes to SAVEUR in 
the "Best 

Single-Topic Issue" 
category for the 

August/September 
2012 Mexico Issue.

SAVEUR.com 
launches with the 
promise that “with 

the click of a 
button, you’ll 

experience our 
world of authentic 

cuisine through 
food, drink, travel, 

and culture.”

The publication 
wins an ASME 

(American 
Society of 
Magazine 

Editors) for 
“General 

Excellence.”

1994 1999 2000 2002 2010 2012 2013

https://www.saveurs-magazine.fr/
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Brand Milestones
SAVEUR: The New 

Classics 
Cookbook—the 
brand’s most 

comprehensive 
cookbook with over 

1,000 global 
recipes—

is published.

Then-EIC Adam Sachs 
opens the Test Kitchen 

doors to guests by 
launching SAVEUR 

Suppers, a series of chef- 
and winemaker-led 

dinners in the SAVEUR 
office. Early participating 

chefs include Marcus 
Samuelsson, Chris 

Shepherd, Katie Button, 
and Amy Thielen.

SAVEUR 
launches a 

cookware line. 
A year later, the 

brand’s 
stainless steel 
designs win a 
Good Design 

Award.

SAVEUR publishes 
its 201st print 

magazine, rebooting 
the reader favorite 

franchise, the 
SAVEUR 100.

SAVEUR joins a 
network of brands 

in the home & 
garden, lifestyle, 
and other niche 

markets that reach 
an audience over 

38.3M every month. 

SAVEUR's 
founding 

editor-in-chief, 
Dorothy Kalins, 

inducted in to the 
American Society 

of Magazine 
Editors 

Hall of Fame. 

SAVEUR's Digital 
Cookbook Club 

launches with an 
interview with 

Samin Nosrat, the 
author of what 
would become 

the wildly 
successful Salt, 
Fat, Acid, Heat.

2014 2015 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021
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Our Audience

60% more likely to enjoy cooking and serving 
gourmet food (index 160)

76% consumed alcoholic drinks in 
the last 7 days (index 117)

53% more likely to fly first/business class 
(index 153)

FEMALE

63%

MARRIED/
PARTNERED

49%

2M DIGITAL UNIQUES                         200K NEWSLETTER SUBSCRIBERS  

827K INSTAGRAM FOLLOWERS    540K FACEBOOK FOLLOWERS    

661K TWITTER FOLLOWERS             35K YOUTUBE  FOLLOWERS

CHILDREN IN 
HOUSEHOLD

34%

MALE

37%
MEDIAN AGE

HH 100K+
A35+

25-34

Digital Reader
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Our Reader Is...
○ Curious Digging into the full story behind a dish’s origin, learning more about an 

ingredient, and joining in our cookbook club are all time well spent. 

○ Obsessive Trekking across neighborhoods (state lines, international borders) is not 
too much to ask if it means scoring that hard-to-find harissa.  

○ Engaged Not a bystander but actively interested in the full cultural picture of how 
a place grows, makes, and enjoys its food. 

○ Generous Whether offering recipe tips or being the defacto host in a group 
of friends, they know a meal is 100 x more delicious when shared. 

○ Discerning They know the best isn’t always the most expensive or buzzed-about 
thing. They can sing the praises of Lo-fi classics like Triscuits and canned smoked 
fish as much as splurge on that perfect pasta-making tool. 

○ Fun Telling the story of how a dish came to be is almost as fun as making it. 
Cooking is creative. (Also: hanging out with food industry folks 
guarantees a good time.) 
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What They Care About

Culinary reporting rich in storytelling

Travel inspiration through food

Traditional and innovative recipes 

In-depth cooking instruction

Compelling wine and spirits stories

The people and stories behind the food

How your meal gets on the table
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We believe food is, above all, a source for connection and 
exchange, offering a common “language” that everyone can 
understand once you share a kitchen and a meal together. 

Our stories explore incredibly diverse culinary traditions and 
cultures through clear, thoughtful, transportive writing that’s 
grounded in the compelling details of, say, how a medieval 
Portuguese pastry evolved into an ASMR-inducing, 
Insta-famous Asian cake, or why you should parcook your 
samosa wrappers before filling (according to a Bengali chef), 
rather than leaning on sweeping tropes that overly generalize. 
Our voice is as evocative and lively as the food we report on. By 
letting the people behind each dish speak for themselves, a 
recipe comes alive. 

Our Content 
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What They Care About

NEWS & 
DISPATCHES

Recipes

Recipe
Round-ups

Curated 
Menus

RECIPES
HOW TOS &

GUIDES

How-tos

Back To 
Basics

Pantry 
Guides

Ingredient 
Spotlight

Culinary 
Traditions

Profiles

Personal 
Essays

ESSAYS TRAVEL

Travel 
Guides

Global News 
and Events

Culinary News



Partnership 
Opportunities
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News & Trends
Rather than cover buzzy new openings or restaurant gossip 
(which has its home elsewhere on the web), our news reporting 
focuses on the fascinating culinary trends and game-changing 
agricultural policies that affect our cultural landscape as a 
whole—at the intersection where food meets art, design, 
science, and tech. From a grassroots organization working to 
revive sustainable grains in California to a peek inside New 
York’s first Vietnamese bakery, our short, informative dispatches 
keep readers in-the-know with compelling snapshots of chefs, 
farmers, and more key players in the food world.
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Recipes
Our bread and butter. From in-depth recipes to curated menus, 
we’re the everyday resource for seasoned home cooks and culinary 
pros alike. What sets our stories apart? Always placing a dish in 
cultural context, giving readers more to chew on than just 
measurements and cooking instructions. 

○ Recipes No fuss and super clear, with a hero image and headnote that 
includes a link back to the original story. Lives under Recipes only, 
rather than “The Latest” story feed. (e.g.: everything here) 

○ Recipe Round-ups Organized around an ingredient, a holiday, or a 
culinary tradition, our round-ups offer an inspiring deep dive into the 
many ways a dish can be made. (e.g.: 38 Ramadan Recipes; The Best 
Chicken Wings)

○ Curated Menus Taking a mix-and-match approach to our vast recipe 
archive, we dream up a meal from pre-dinner drinks all the way to 
dessert. (e.g.: fancy French Valentine’s Dinner; festive Chinese New 
Year; family-fueled Italian Thanksgiving feast)

https://www.saveur.com/tags/recipes/
https://www.saveur.com/ramadan-eid-recipes/
https://www.saveur.com/ramadan-eid-recipes/
https://www.saveur.com/ramadan-eid-recipes/
https://www.saveur.com/french-valentines-day-dinner-for-two-menu/
https://www.saveur.com/article/Menu/Chinese-New-Year/
https://www.saveur.com/article/Menu/Chinese-New-Year/
https://www.saveur.com/italian-thanksgiving-recipes/
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In a food media landscape saturated with gimmicky shortcuts and 
Instagram stunts, Saveur’s helpful guides and how-tos delve into 
the details—giving readers a deeper understanding of an everyday 
ingredient or little-known culinary classic—and the confidence to 
make it themselves. This resource library is one we can continue to 
grow and repackage. 

○ How-Tos A special occasion (re: more involved) recipe talk-through 
with step-by-step images offering in-depth technical instructions—plus 
details such as sourcing information, brief backstory of ingredients, and 
factors to keep in mind. (e.g.: how to cure Basturma beef; how to make 
the perfect stuffed pasta)

○ Back to Basics Evergreen food prep how-tos (not tied to a specific 
recipe) that every chef should have in their repertoire: how to clean a soft 
shell crab, how to butcher a rabbit, how to organize a larder, how to use 
a Thai-style rice cooker—and more tools and techniques. We tap experts 
(fishmonger, butcher, baker) but cut the jargon and keep the steps and 
visuals easy-to-follow. 

How-Tos & Primers
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○ Culinary Traditions Lively explorations of a storied dish of 
note and how it came to be. Rich in history (and often less 
known) but very relevant today, they finally get their moment to 
shine. To avoid overly Wikipedia language, these stories are 
always first-person with a strong POV.  (e.g.: Spanish Torrijas; 
Singapore Noodles + inspo here)

○ Pantry Guides A useful overview of the spices and condiments 
to stock up on from a particular region or culture, as told by a 
local expert—and how to use them in your own kitchen. (e.g.: 
Nigeria, Palestine, Parsi)

○ Ingredient Spotlight Flavor-focused, tip-driven stories 
featuring a culinary pro sharing an ingredient and the unexpected 
ways to use it. (e.g.: chocolate in cocktails; 
salt in cocktails)

How-Tos & Primers… 
Cont’d

https://www.saveur.com/story/food/torrijas-spanish-french-toast-with-a-twist/
https://www.saveur.com/story/food/singapore-noodles-dont-come-from-singapore/
https://www.atlasobscura.com/articles/kiddie-pools-kimchi-kimjang-south-korea-family-cabbage
https://www.saveur.com/nigerian-pantry-staples/
https://www.saveur.com/story/food/palestinian-pantry-staples-we-cannot-live-without/
https://www.saveur.com/story/food/the-parsi-pantry/
https://www.saveur.com/story/drink/how-to-add-chocolate-to-cocktails-according-to-bartenders/
https://www.saveur.com/how-and-why-to-add-salt-to-your-cocktails/
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Personal Essays
Intimate pieces that can only be told from a first-person 
POV. These stories cut to the heart of the marrow and 
remind us why food is what we all turn to for 
nourishment, pleasure, and connection—the tender 
stuff of being human. 

Examples
Ganjang Gejang: A Dish You Only Make For Someone You Love 
The Girls Who Fainted At the Sight of An Egg

https://www.saveur.com/story/food/dish-you-only-make-for-someone-you-love/
https://www.newyorker.com/culture/annals-of-gastronomy/the-girls-who-fainted-at-the-sight-of-an-egg
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Profiles
Spotlighting emerging chefs, industry insiders, food 
activists, farmers, and more compelling people to know, 
these stories cover recipes and food through a person-first 
lens. Sharp writing, lively pull-quotes. They tee-up how 
this person works with food in fascinating and exciting 
new ways, how that affects the future of our 
foodscape—and how that translates back to our own 
kitchens.

Examples
The Unlikely Affineur: a Successful Hotelier Turns to
Cheesemaking During the Pandemic 

Meet the Tree Pruner Behind Some of Italy’s Best and Rarest Olive Oils 
To come: emerging and exciting new talent. 

https://www.saveur.com/story/travel/cheesemaking-in-a-culture-of-pandemic/
https://www.saveur.com/story/travel/cheesemaking-in-a-culture-of-pandemic/
https://www.saveur.com/meet-tree-pruner-behind-some-italys-best-and-rarest-olive-oils/
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The Round Table
A quarterly series that brings 
notable people in the food world 
together to discuss a topic or 
project that connects them all. 
Because we believe conversation 
and collaboration create 
delicious results.   
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Marketplace 
& Shopping
Our team of editors works closely with a 
network of international 
contributors—food writers, chefs, 
seasoned home cooks, and cultural 
experts among them—to share a modern 
epicurean lifestyle for everyone to enjoy.
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Travel Guides
Expanding on our food content, 
we’ll offer up-to-date guides and 
interactive maps alongside hotel, 
restaurant, and vendor 
recommendations, destination-
based itineraries, culinary 
souvenir suggestions, and 
insider-approved travel tips.

*Roll-out in Q4 2022 
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Instagram
Our feed is a hub of 
recipe-meets-postcards, offering 
inspo for tonight’s dinner—or 
your next trip. Each post always 
includes at least one of the 
following: 

○ Servicey takeaway 
○ Fun detail not shown in pic 
○ Interesting backstory 
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Craving a less typical Passover main in a certainly extra-ordinary year? 
Try this nontraditional brisket and potato kugel. [original here]

You wouldn’t guess the gravity-defying Mantecados Manchegos, 
one of Spain’s greatest cookies, is made of… lard. But then again, the citrus- and 

wine-perfumed sweet is full of surprises. [original here]

https://www.instagram.com/p/CMX4xhbHfvk/
https://www.instagram.com/p/CMU4pphnSyt/
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A new spin on Saveur’s popular hashtag: Mesmerizing, 
must-share videos by roving photographer Sam Youkilis that show the 

immediacy and fun of street food around the globe.

#EatTheWorld 

https://www.instagram.com/samyoukilis/?hl=en
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Building on our narrative-driven food writing, this UGC series asks 
people to take a shot of the food or dish that has a 

Proustian effect: it transports you right back to a memorable place 
in time through what’s on your plate.  

#PlaceSetting 



OONI PIZZA OVEN

This September, Saveur will launch its first ever weekly podcast, 
Place Setting, which will be immersive and rich in storytelling that 
connects food with place. Place Setting wanders the globe to meet the 
people and places behind your next meal. We will take our audience 
on a U.S. road trip where in each episode, we’ll spotlight a different 
maker, farmer, chef, or entrepreneur who is transforming the food & 
drinks space in new and surprising ways. Each season, Saveur will 
produce 6x reported episodes that go out in the field and capture 
conversations.

Option for Full Season sponsorship to align with late Fall/Holiday 
season. 

Saveur 
Podcast
Place Setting 

Place 
Setting

1st to
Market!
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Presenting 
Sponsorship 
Your brand to be Saveur’s exclusive Place Setting season Two launch 
sponsor. 
 

INCLUDES

Full-season sponsorship (6x episodes) hosted by a Saveur editor or reporter 

Partnership Intro “brought to you by your brand” at the beginning of each 
episode

:30 sec native host-read, mid-roll ad per episode 

- Custom :30 brand tip read by Saveur editor 
- Script created in collaboration with your brand to elevate brand 

perception
- Opportunity to feature a promotional code for Place Setting 

audience

Advertiser exclusivity for the season sponsored

Promotional package 

Opportunity to spotlight your brand in one (1x) episode. 
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INCLUDES
1x “Presented by” Saveur-designed artwork to run on first and 
middle episode 

Season launch email announcement with “In partnership with…” 
designation (example here)

Each episode inclusive of Place Setting promotional package: 

1x IG Feed post promotion tagging partner (example here)

1x IG Story tile promotion tagging partner (a few examples here)

1x Facebook promotion tagging partner (example here)

1x Twitter with partner mention in comment (example here)

1x Pinterest promotion tagging partner (example here)

1x editorial digital article extension of podcast episode with “In 
Partnership with” designation (example here)

Editorial digital article extension to be promoted in 1x editorial 
daily email newsletter (example here)

Season Promotional Package

‘Presented by’ 
designation

Place 
Setting

Place 
Setting
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http://click1.mail.domino.com/ViewMessage.do?m=abhsdht&r=izzyvggvzn&s=njryzhwpywykfkptkmggctwhgkzpwqdztck&q=1593693900&a=view
https://www.instagram.com/p/CGGEAUkJH8P/
https://www.instagram.com/stories/highlights/17844432494255125/
https://www.facebook.com/8383249175/posts/10158544371269176/?d=n
https://twitter.com/dominomag/status/1283840071481712640
https://twitter.com/dominomag/status/1283840071481712640
https://www.domino.com/content/domino-design-time-sarah-sherman-samuel/?utm_source=postup&utm_medium=email
http://click1.mail.domino.com/ViewMessage.do?m=tpljczh&r=[-recipid_alpha-]&s=njryzhwpywykfkptkmggctwhgkzpwqdztck&q=[-queuetime-]&a=view
https://www.domino.com/content/le-creuset-agave-spring-2021-colors/
https://www.domino.com/content/curved-furniture-mitchell-gold-bob-williams/
http://click1.mail.domino.com/ViewMessage.do?m=ambmddpt&r=jvrt&s=dsdpnkgmpgpjhjmrjwzzlrgkzjnmgtcnrlj&q=0&a=view
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1st t
Market!

Saveur Suppers is one of the longest-standing, beloved experiential series 
in the gastronomy space. Every month, Saveur editors host an intimate 
dinner party with chef-created food, drinks and culinary influencers. 

This exclusive supper takes place in a Saveur-selected location (key 
restaurant, bar, James Beard House, etc), and has a new theme each 
month. Saveur will work with your brand to choose a relevant theme, 
food and drink influencer, menu, and guest list. Saveur Suppers is an easy 
way for your brand to earn media + branded content, and be involved 
with culinary talent and create entertaining content.

Marcus Samuelsson - Harlem
312 Beer Chicago
Charleston Wine and Food 2022

Saveur Suppers

https://www.saveur.com/marcus-samuelsson-saveur-supper/
https://www.saveur.com/story/events/greg-baxtrom-goose-island-saveur-supper/
https://www.instagram.com/stories/highlights/18310402588055195/
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Cookbook Club
Every 2 months, we feature a new or classic cookbook, 
accompanied by a handful of stories and recipes such as an 
author Q&A, culinary tradition essay, or technique-, tool-, 
or pantry-driven service piece.

Our private Facebook Group has 8.3K highly engaged members who:

○ Purchase the selected books (or take them out from 
their local library) 

○ Cook along with the group and post photos of their results
○ Discuss the recipes and topics covered in the book with each other and 

the monthly moderator and cookbook author.

Additional Social Takeovers

○ Occasionally moderators and/or authors will do an Instagram takeover 
to promote the stories and club (see pinned Armenia story in 
@SAVEURMAG highlights.)

https://www.saveur.com/story/food/toni-tipton-martin-on-jubilee-recipes-from-two-centuries-of-african-american-cooking/
https://www.saveur.com/story/travel/russias-butter-soaked-bacchanal/
https://www.saveur.com/nam-phriks-spicy-thai-dips-condiments/
https://www.saveur.com/food-of-northern-thailand/
https://www.saveur.com/story/food/palestinian-pantry-staples-we-cannot-live-without/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/saveurcookbookclub
https://www.instagram.com/saveurmag/



